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Executive summary

The Central City Safer Speeds project is part of the Let’s Get

From the submitters who supported the proposal there was support for

Wellington Moving (LGWM) early delivery programme. The priorities

increasing pedestrian amenity, making it safer to walk and bike, and

for the early delivery programme are making travel by bus to and

introducing more traffic calming measures. The main reasons people

through the central city faster and more reliable, and creating a better

disagreed with the proposal were concern lower speeds would create

environment for people walking and on bikes.

congestion, a desire to preserve service for cars, and not believing a
lower speed limit will make the city safer.

Setting safer speed limits in the central city is an important first step. It
will help create a more pleasant, liveable central city, and make a start

55% of the feedback (649 comments) was inconclusive in that it did not

on moving more people with fewer vehicles by encouraging more

explicitly express support or otherwise the proposal but commented on a

people to walk and bike instead of using private vehicles.

particular street (eg 30 km/h on Featherston would vastly improve it) or
was out of scope (eg need to look at ways of getting bikes and scooters

From 6 November to 15 December 2019, Let’s Get Wellington Moving

off footpaths).

engaged on a proposal to lower central city speed limits in Wellington.
Feedback was sought on reducing speed limits on all central city

37% of the feedback (436 comments) received was about speed limits on

streets to 30km/h with the exception of the main roads (Waterloo

particular streets. Feedback was mixed between supporting leaving the

Quay, Customhouse Quay, Jervois Quay, Cable Street, Wakefield Street,

speed limit at 50 km/h, making it 40 km/h, making it 30 km/h and other

Kent Terrace, Cambridge Terrace, Vivian Street and Karo Drive) which

comments about the street (eg cycle lanes).

were proposed to remain at 50 km/h.
The waterfront quays and Taranaki Street were the most frequently
There were 1,190 pieces of feedback received from 475 people,

mentioned. 78 people commented on the waterfront quays, which were

including seven submissions from stakeholder groups.

proposed to be left at 50 km/h. Of those, 25 people (32%) wanted it to
be lowered to 30 km/h and 16 people (20%) like the leave at 50 km/h

The engagement was designed to enable people to give street specific

proposal. 64 people commented on Taranaki Street, which was proposed

feedback, however many people simply expressed support or

to be lowered to 30 km/h. Of those, 25 people (39%) wanted it left at 50

otherwise to the overall proposal: 32% of the feedback (384

km/h and 12 people (19%) liked the 30 km/h proposal.

comments) was supportive and 13% (157 comments) was against the
overall proposal.

The feedback will help to refine the proposal, which Let’s Get Wellington
Moving plans to formally consult on in early 2020.
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Introduction
What we engaged on

What we engaged on

•

We wanted to hear what people
think about lowering the speed
limit to 30km/h on most central
city streets, and keeping some of
the “main roads” – Waterloo Quay,
Customhouse Quay, Jervois Quay,
Cable Street, Wakefield Street,
Kent and Cambridge terraces,
Vivian Street and Karo Drive – at
50km/h.

•

The engagement ran from 6
November to 15 December 2019,
for a period of 40 days.

•

This summary report contains the
analysis of the feedback that was
collected during the engagement.
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Engagement statistics
How many people engaged, and how much did they engage?

We received 1190
pieces of feedback,
via the social
pinpoint map tool,
and via the feedback
form on the website
and/or email.

We identified 475
unique email addresses.

The most engaged
individual made 65
pieces of feedback.
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Engagement statistics
How many people engaged, and how much did they engage?

Chart
Title
The
top
10 individuals
(who make up 2% of
submitters) contributed
20% of all feedback.

2%
20%

80%

98%
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Engagement statistics
Which tools did people use to give feedback?

How submitters gave feedback
(475 submitters in total)
55% of submitters used only
Social Pinpoint to give feedback,
42% only used the feedback form
or email, and there was a small
proportion of submitters who
used both tools to give feedback.

15, 3%

Only social pinpoint tool
201, 42%

259, 55%

Only email or feedback form
Both feedback methods
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Engagement statistics
Analytics - where did people come to the
engagement from?

The Google Analytics data below
from the Let’s Get Wellington
Moving website shows that 50%
of traffic to the central city safer
speeds engagement came from
Google display ads.
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Feedback themes and changes to proposal
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All comment themes - theme map
All 1190 pieces of feedback together

Non-car user’s experience
and safety is the top priority
(especially pedestrians)
<20 comments

21-40 comments

41-60 comments

61-100 comments

200+
comments

Improve waterfront
connections for
active modes

Increase
pedestrian
Lots of
pedestrians Busy area
amenity and
priority Make it safer
Implement
Remove private for active
traﬃc
calming
car access
modes
Increase
Protected
Reduce
noise

Carbon
emissions are
a concern

Increase micro
mobility amenity

bike lanes
Increase
amenity for
public transport

Reduce car
amenity
Remove
parking

Motorbike
parking

Car traﬃc needs to
be provided for in
some capacity

More pleasant
for everyone

School safety is
important

bike
amenity

Regardless of explicit support or
otherwise of the proposal, all
comments had a “theme”. Below
are the aggregated themes from
every comment, and the wider
trend/s they are expressing
summarised in bold.

Dangerous
driving is an
issue

Light sequencing
to prioritise
pedestrians and
bikes

Separating
cars from all
other modes

Traﬃc flow is
important
Unsafe road
design

Driving is
already slow
under current
conditions

Concern about
impact on retail

Preserve car
amenity
Concern lowered
speed will
increase
congestion

There’s no
problem as is

Changing the
speed won’t
make it safer
Changing speed
will increase
jaywalking

Variable
speed limits

Active mode safety
is their own
responsibility

Shared zones

Enforcement of
traﬃc rules is
important

Other comments

Other
Feedback on tool or
engagement
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Changes to the
proposal
The speed limit proposal

“in fact some streets
could even do with a
lower speed limit
(20km/h) or even car
Changes to proposal
free”

n=1188 pieces of feedback
“Sounds great. Do
it”

Of the feedback that did
mention changes, most
was around extending
the proposal and making
more streets 30km.

More streets lower than 30km
47, 4%
181, 15%

71% of feedback did not
mention any explicit
changes to the proposal.

36, 3%
73, 6%

More streets at 30km
More streets at 40km
More streets at 50km
More streets over 50km

847, 71%

“The better solution is
separated cycling due to
the volume of traffic
including heavy vehicles
such as buses and
trucks”

“all traffic in streets
within the central city
should be limited to
30 km / h”

“Maybe Taranaki
should be made
40kph to make a
hierarchy in the
network”

No changes to proposal
mentioned

“This road
should be
70km/hr”

“Needs to stay at
50km - will be far to
slow otherwise”
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For/against comment
themes
Some more insight into why
people might have supported
or didn’t support the proposal
The top 5 themes that appeared in supportive
feedback (384) included making it safer for
active modes, increasing pedestrian amenity and
priority, the fact that driving is already slow due
to current conditions, the issue of dangerous
driving behaviour, and reducing amenity for cars
(in context this meant people actively saying
they wanted less space, infrastructure, and
priority for cars, usually in order to provide more
for other modes of transport).
The top 5 themes that appeared in
unsupportive feedback (157) included concern
for increased traffic congestion, the fact that
driving is already slow under current conditions,
making it safer for active modes (in the context
of “against” feedback it means they think the
proposal as it is not doing enough), that
slowing cars at all won’t make it safer for
anyone, and preserving amenity for cars.

For - top 5 comment themes (384 comments)
0
100
For - top 5 comment
themes50(384 comments)
0

Make it safer for active modes

50

Make it safer for active modes
Increase pedestrian amenity and
priority
Increase pedestrian amenity and
Driving is already priority
slow under current

45
45
29

conditions
Driving is already slow under current
conditions
Dangerous driving is an issue

100

150
113

150

“…feels unsafe
113 on a bike.
I hope that [the
proposed] reduced
speed limit will help
with this.”

29
29

Dangerous driving is an issue

“Agree to 50km speed on
the quays, but please reduce
from 3 lanes to 2 for cars and
put in a protected cycle lane
in each direction.”

29

Reduce car amenity

29

Reduce car amenity

29

Against - top 5 comment themes (157 comments)
0

50

Against - top 5 comment themes (157 comments)
Concern lowered speed will 0
increase congestion
Concern lowered speed will
increase
congestion
Driving
is already
slow under

current conditions
Driving is already slow under
current conditions
Make it safer for active modes

Make it safer for active modes
Changing the speed won't make it
safer
Changing the speed won't make it
safer
Preserve car amenity
Preserve car amenity

22
22
21
21
17
17
17
17

50

“This is not going to get
anything moving! It will keep
people out of the central city
and congest surrounding
areas."
“There is no need to change
the speed limits at all. the
traffic jams in these areas
regulate the speed. often its
not even moving at 30km.”

16
16
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Street-specific user level feedback
on commonly mentioned streets
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Street specific speed
limit feedback
“30kph on
Featherston
would vastly
improve it”

“Need to look at ways of
getting bikes and
scooters off footpaths.
Impose footpath speed
restrictions? More cycle/
scooter lanes?”

37% of feedback was about
speed limits on particular
streets.
The remaining 63% of feedback
was either feedback that:

• mentioned speed limits
generically

• mentioned a specific street

but not the speed limits on it

• or mentioned something else
unrelated to speeds or
specific streets (for example
“get bikes and scooters off
footpaths”).

436, 37%

754, 63%

Chart
Title
“Vivian
Street
is a street
with high foot traffic. 50 k/
hr is way too fast for here.
Unsafe, and unpleasant”
Feedback about speed limits
on particular streets

Other feedback

“I support
your proposal
for lowering
speed limits”
“Pedestrianize this
road if Willis is made
bus only. This would
help strongly connect
the CBD through to
Civic square”
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Streets and locations
Where feedback tended to mention speed limits
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Cambridge/Kent
47 (10%) out of 475 submitters talked about these streets.
“The SH and key artirials still
provides a key back bone for the
road network and should be
where traffic is encouraged to
travel. Keeping them 50 makes
sense”

Cambridge and Kent Terrace were
proposed to remain at 50km/h.
47 submitters made one or more
comments on Cambridge/Kent.
36 of the submitters talked about
the speeds on these streets.

Cambridge/Kent
(47 submitters mentioned Cambridge/Kent)
“24/7 bus lanes
as this is a
major route”
11, 24%

I like the 50km here as proposed
8, 17%
1, 2%

Make it lower than 30km here
Make it 30km here
Make it 40km here

9, 19%
18, 38%

All other comments about the street but not
about speeds
“This area of Kent and
Cambridge Terrace should
be 30km/h”
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Featherston
35 (7%) out of 475 submitters talked about this street.
“The current speed limit of 50km/h
is fundamentally at odds with the
current cycle infrastructure
provided on this route (sharrows).
30km/h would be much safer.”

Featherston Street was proposed
to be lowered to 30km/h.
35 submitters made one or more
comments on Featherston Street.
29 of the submitters talked about
the speeds on the street.

Featherston
(35 submitters mentioned Featherston)

“The Featherston
lights are already
phased for 30km/h,
it'll be a far more
pleasant drive when
the speed limit
reflects that.”
that”

I like the 30km here as proposed

6, 17%

Make it 40km here

2, 6%
20, 57%

Make it 50km here

7, 20%

All other comments about the street but not
about speeds

“Needs to stay at
50km - will be far
to slow otherwise”
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Karo
31 (7%) out of 475 submitters talked about this street.

Karo Drive was proposed to
remain at 50km/h.

Karo
(31 submitters mentioned Karo)

31 submitters made one or
more comments on Karo Drive.
21 of the submitters talked
about the speeds on the street.

I like the 50km here as proposed
5, 16%

Make it 30km here

10, 32%

Make it 40km here
8, 26%

Make it over 50km here

1, 3%
7, 23%

“If anything the Quays
and Karo could
probably be increased
to 60Km/h “

All other comments about the street but not
about speeds

“The [reduction of] speed limits
should not stop at Karo Drive”
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Quays
78 (16%) out of 475 submitters talked about this street.

The Quays (Waterloo, Jervois,
Cable, Customhouse, and
Wakefield) were proposed to
remain at 50km/h.
78 submitters made one or
more comments on the Quays
(incl. Waterloo, Jervois, Cable,
and Wakefield).
54 submitters talked about the
speeds on these streets.

“The quays are a
popular commuter
route home in the
evenings as
Featherston is only one
way. This is crying out
for a cycle lane if no
speed reductions are
to be put in place.”

Quays
(78 submitters mentioned the Quays)

“This a primary
route to Eastern
suburbs, 50kmh is
suitable for the
edge of the city”

I like the 50km here as proposed
16, 20%

Make it 30km here

24, 31%

Make it 40km here
2, 3%
11, 14%

25, 32%

Make it over 50km here
All other comments about the street but not
about speeds

“the Quays should be
lowered to 30km/hr and
some of the traffic lanes
should be turned into bus
lanes and bike/scooter lanes”
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Taranaki
64 (13%) out of 475 submitters talked about this street.

“Extend the 30 kph zone up
Taranaki street to make safe
connections for local
schools.”

Taranaki Street was proposed to
be lowered to 30km/h.
64 submitters made one or more
comments on Taranaki Street.
49 submitters talked about the
speeds on this street.

“Please consider traffic
calming measures around
here to help implement a
safer speed zone…”

Taranaki
(64 submitters mentioned Taranaki)

I like the 30km here as proposed
15, 23%

12, 19%

Make more of the street 30km

9, 14%
3, 5%
25, 39%

Make it 40km here
Make it 50km here
All other comments about the street but not
about speeds

“This is a well-used, and
quite wide cross street that
allows traffic to move
eﬀeciently, and should stay
at 50k”
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The Terrace
34 (7%) out of 475 submitters talked about this street.

The Terrace was proposed to be
lowered to 30km/h.

Agree
“{agree
icon
icon}
- “If If
you're
you're
doing
doing
50km
50km
onon
the
theTerrace
Terraceduring
duringthe
theday,
day,you're
you'rea a
safety
safetyhazard.
hazard.Constant
Constantstream
streamofof
bikes
bikesand
andpedestrians.”
pedestrians.”

34 submitters made one or more
comments on The Terrace.
22 submitters talked about the
speeds on this street.

The Terrace
(34 submitters mentioned The Terrace)

I like the 30km here as proposed
12, 35%

13, 38%

Make more of the street 30km

Make it 50km here

6, 18%

3, 9%

All other comments about the street but not
about speeds

“Instead of reducing the speed limit, remove
parking along one side, make it cyclist friendly, and
give pedestrians places to cross with raised
walkways, slowing traffic naturally”
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Victoria
40 (8%) out of 475 submitters talked about this street.
“Even though this is quite a
wide street, many cyclists
commute this way and there
are lots of pedestrians around
so definitely support lower
speeds.”

Victoria Street was proposed to
be lowered to 30km/h.
40 submitters made one or more
comments on Victoria.
22 submitters talked about the
speeds on this street.

Victoria
(40 submitters mentioned Victoria)

8, 20%
15, 38%

I like the 30km proposed here
Make more of the street 30km

5, 12%

12, 30%

Make it 50km here
All other comments about the street but not
about speeds

“Victoria Street
should remain a
50kph max zone.”
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Vivian
57 (12%) out of 475 submitters talked about this street.

Vivian Street was proposed to
remain at 50km/h.
57 submitters made one or
more comments on Vivian.
46 submitters talked about the
speeds on this street.

“This is about the only
[street] in the CBD
suited to a 50km/h
limit.”

Vivian
(57 submitters mentioned Vivian)

“This is about the
only [street] in the
CBD suited to a
50km/h limit.”

I like the 50km proposed here
11, 19%

8, 14%

Make it 30km here

9, 16%

Make it 40km here

29, 51%

All other comments about the street
but not about speeds

“I support 30km/h speeds within
the central city, however I also
think Vivian Street should be
included, in the zone between
Taranaki Street and Willis Street.”
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Stakeholder group feedback summary
Organisations that gave feedback

There were 7 organisations that gave feedback
about central city safer speeds:

• Architectural Centre
• Chamber of Commerce
• Disabled Persons Assembly
• Generation Zero
• Living Streets Aotearoa
• Mt Victoria Residents Association
• Wellington District Council of the AA (NZ
Automobile Association)
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Stakeholder group feedback summary
A general summary of the views of the organisations
on the safer speeds proposal

• Architectural Centre — The feedback of this group mentioned that only streets that had
separate car and bike infrastructure should remain at 50km/ph. This group mentioned
that if 30km/ph was “consistently applied throughout the city limits”, it would make it
safer for pedestrians and other active modes, easier for drivers to understand, and that
it would ease traffic congestion.

• Chamber of Commerce — The feedback of this group was concerned that reducing the
speed limit to 30km/ph may lead to “perverse outcomes and unsafe behaviour”. The
feedback also mentioned the desire to maintain private vehicle access to the CBD.

• Disabled Persons Assembly — The feedback of this group supported reducing the

speed limit to 30km/ph on the roads proposed. The feedback mentioned that reducing
the speeds would improve safety, noting that “disabled people are particularly at risk as
pedestrians.”

• Generation Zero — The feedback of this group on a “30km/h speed limit in the inner
city” noted that reducing speeds in the city would increase pedestrian amenity and
make people feel safer, make the central city more pleasant and less noisy, and
“encourage alternative transport choices”, specifically mentioning bicycles.
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Stakeholder group feedback summary
A general summary of the views of the organisations
on the safer speeds proposal
• Living Streets Aotearoa — “Living Streets strongly supports a 30km/hour safer speed zone in

ALL the central city area.” The feedback mentioned that reducing speeds will provide a “safer
and more pleasant environment for ALL road users.” The feedback noted that street design and
traffic calming would help to achieve the new speed limit. This feedback recommended that the
safer speed zone should be extended to cover: the Quays (Waterloo from the Railway Station,
Customhouse, Jervois and Cable St), Kent Terrace and Cambridge Terrace, along Oriental
Parade to Carlton Gore Road; Ghuznee Street, Vivian Street, Webb St and the adjoining parts of
Willis and Taranaki Streets, and the entire suburb of Mt Victoria. The feedback also supported
safer speed zones around schools.

• Mt Victoria Residents Association — The feedback supported “safer speeds in our city and the
reduction of the speed limit to 30km/ph.” The feedback recommended the safer speeds be
extended to include Kent and Cambridge Terrace, Basin Reserve, Cable and Wakefield St, and
Oriental Parade, and the entire suburb of Mt Victoria. The feedback mentioned that “slower
speeds makes sense to help people cross the road.”

• Wellington District Council of the AA (NZ Automobile Association) — The feedback supported
lowering the speed to 30km/ph “as long as there is clear signposting… to delineate the
boundary between the 30km/h zone and the current 50km/h zones.” However the feedback
recommended that some roads not be lowered to 30km/h because they were “urban arterial
routes” including: Taranaki St, The Terrace, Bowen St, and Victoria St. The feedback also
mentioned variable speed limits for The Terrace, and suggested investigating separated cycle
lanes for Taranaki St.
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Social media feedback
General sentiments from social media comments

• Social media was used to promote the engagement and direct people to Social
Pinpoint.

• However, there was feedback provided on social media (primarily only through
Facebook) that may not have been provided via Social Pinpoint or email.

• Around 260-300 people engaged on the four LGWM central city safer speeds

Facebook posts, by either liking/reacting, commenting, or both. (There was negligible
engagement on other channels such as Twitter).

• Some people who commented on the posts also made a comment on the official
engagement.

• A basic sentiment analysis was conducted to get a picture of the feedback provided
through social media.
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Social media feedback

“I am totally into this as I drive a
Prius. I could cruise down into
town, charging my battery all the
way, and then just drive around
strictly EV (the combustion
engine kicks in at 34kph). Works
for me.”

General sentiments from social media comments

From a basic sentiment
analysis of the Facebook
comments from the most
popular post (there were
around 187 comments on this
post):

16, 9%

Positiv

Negat

55, 29%

• Most were inconclusive or

116, 62%

unrelated

Inconc

• Just under one third of the
comments were generally
negative towards the
proposal

“I've mentioned the
need for an overbridge
from Wellington station
to the waterfront (for
example) for ages.”

• Just under 10% were
positive.

16, 9%

Positive
55, 29%

116, 62%

“You people are not
being practical here. It
already takes a long time
to drive throughout the
city. 50/kmh is a good
speed compromise…”

Negative
Inconclusive/unrelated
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Theme name explanations
Explanation and clarification of comment theme names
Active mode safety is their own responsibility

The safety of pedestrians and people on bikes is their own responsibility and not car
drivers

Busy area

This is a busy area with lots going on - pedestrians, people on bikes, buses, cars, etc

Carbon emissions are a concern

Concern that lowering speed limit will increase emissions

Changing the speed will increase jaywalking

Concern that lowering the speed limit will increase jaywalking

Changing the speed won't make it safer

Lowering the speed of vehicles won’t make it safer for anyone

Concern about impact on retail

Concern that lowering the speed limit will impact on retail

Concern lowered speed will increase congestion

Concern that lowering the speed limit will increase traffic congestion

Dangerous driving is an issue

Dangerous driving (red light running, speeding etc) is a safety issue

Driving is already slow under current conditions

Driving is already slow under the current city/traffic conditions

Enforcement of traffic rules is important

Enforcement of speed limits and traffic rules is important

Feedback on tool or engagement

People commenting on the social pinpoint tool or the engagement itself

Implement traffic calming

Implement physical traffic calming measures/infrastructure to slow cars down

Improve waterfront connections for active modes

Improve connections to the waterfront for pedestrians and people on bikes

Increase amenity for public transport

Increase amenity for public transport

Increase bike amenity

Increase amenity for people on bikes

Increase micro-mobility amenity

Increase amenity for people on scooters

Increase pedestrian amenity and priority

Increase amenity and priority for pedestrians
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Light sequencing to prioritise pedestrians and bikes

Change traffic lights to prioritise pedestrians and people on bikes over cars

Lots of pedestrians

There are lots of pedestrians here

Make it safer for active modes

Make it safer for pedestrians and people on bikes and/or scooters

More pleasant for everyone

Lowering the speed will be more pleasant for everyone

Motorbike parking

Put more motorbike parking in

Other

Other comments

Preserve car amenity

Preserve some amenity for cars in the city

Protected bike lanes

Put in protected bike lanes

Reduce noise

Reduce amenity for cars in the city, generally in order to provide more amenity for
other modes (e.g, “remove a car lane and change it to a bus lane” or “stop
prioritising cars over other modes”)
)
Lowering the speed will reduce noise

Remove parking

Remove car parks

Remove private car access

Remove access for private cars for some street/s

School safety is important

School safety is important

Separating cars from all other modes

Provide separated routes for cars away from all other modes of transport

Shared zones

Slow shared zones where pedestrians, bikes, and cars can all use

There's no problem as is

There’s no safety problem with speeds the way they are

Traffic flow is important

Car traffic flow is important to maintain

Unsafe road design

The road design is unsafe

Variable speed limits

Implement different speed limits for different times of the day

Reduce car amenity
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